Spanish to Move® offers a wide range of editorial services for clients such as writers, researchers, publishers,
businesses, and any other individual or organization in need of high-quality communication solutions in Spanish.

We provide expertise to help you solve your communication needs in Spanish, regardless of whether
you are a writer, a publisher, a governmental agent, or a business person trying to convey a message
in Spanish for your audience.

We help you manage every step in the publishing process and oversee all the activities and functions
involved in transitioning a manuscript into a printed/electronic version for the consumption of your
readers.

We help you identify and generate topic ideas that appeal to your customers or readers; we create
written or visual content around those ideas, and make that information accessible to your audience in
multiple formats.

We provide high-quality English to Spanish translation targeted towards your Hispanic market.

We prepare your manuscript, set up a particular style, and deliver a clean, logically laid out, and easyto-read document ready for uploading to a self-publishing platform.

We help you ensure that every element of your story is consistent, cohesive, and complete. We also
correct spelling, grammar, usage, and punctuation, and ensure accuracy of texts.
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We offer editorial design services, such as the layout of publications (print and electronic), covers, and
customized design solutions (magazines, books, e-books, brochures, press releases, etc.).

We check texts for any remaining errors, including typographical errors and problems with formatting,
before publishing.

We take care of every process involved in the publication of your book/e-book on Amazon: formatting
and layout, cover design, creation of files needed to publish your book, keyword research, and
optimization of Amazon listing.

We offer a full range of services to help you become a published author: formatting, publication on
Amazon (paperback and e-book), keyword research, optimization of Amazon listing (landing page), and
marketing on Amazon to increase exposure and sales.

We adapt your website to the Spanish dialect and culture of your target market and create texts that
are linguistically and culturally appropriate for your Spanish-speaking audience.

We produce SEO content optimized for search engines to increase visits to your website and find
keywords in Spanish that you want to rank for in search engines or promote through paid distribution
channels.
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